A new class of austenitic steels with high-Mn content exhibits exceptional mechanical properties, such as large energy absorption and high work-hardening rate, owing to a mechanical twinning induced plasticity (TWIP) deformation mechanism [1]. The replacement of Ni with Mn as an austenite stabilizer decreases the stacking-fault energy (SFE) in the steel, which favors mechanical twinning over dislocation glide. The interaction of perfect and partial dislocations with twin boundaries during mechanical deformation enhances the work hardening, i.e., a dynamic Hall-Petch effect. In this investigation, an Fe-Mn austenitic stainless steel has been studied using weak-beam dark field (WBDF) imaging of partial dislocations for SFE measurement, bright field (BF) imaging of the deformation mechanisms, and high-resolution imaging (HRTEM) of the twinning interface to better understand the mechanical deformation and work hardening mechanism.
The austenitic stainless steel with nominal composition, Fe-16Mn-14Cr-0.3C-0.3N (wt%), was strip cast, cold rolled to a final thickness of 1.1 mm, and recrystallized. The material was fully austenitic in the as-received state with an average Samples deformed in tension at a strain rate of 10 -3 s -1 to elongations of 1.5% and 20% were prepared for TEM by standard twin-jet electropolishing in 70% methanol 30% perchloric acid at 20 V and -30 o C. These samples were analyzed using a Philips CM20, FEI Tecnai F20, and an image-corrected FEI Titan 80-300. The atomic-resolution imaging was facilitated by first using the Philips CM20 to identify grains with minimal bend contours and a <110> zone axis that contained the (111) twin plane close to the flat position prior to imaging with the Titan.
The WBDF image in Figure 1 shows an example of partial dislocations from a sample strained to 1.5% where the average separation distance is 9.2 +/-1.2 nm. The sample was oriented with a beam direction B near [111] which simplifies the partial separation measurements and Burgers vector analysis. With B near [111], a geometrical conversion of the observed separation to the actual separation due to inclination is not necessary for dislocations that lie on the (111) The BF image in figure 3 from a sample strained to 20% elongation reveals that this value of SFE correlates with TWIP deformation behavior. This two-beam image, produced using the twin plane gvector (g = 111), shows mechanical twins ranging from 10 to 40 nm in width. The twin boundaries are effective obstacles for dislocation slip and the partial dislocations from extended stacking faults terminate at the twin interfaces. Although the sample thickness is greater than ideal for HRTEM, Figure  4 is a high-resolution image from the area of figure 3 with a twin less than 5 nm wide. Other HRTEM images from this area revealed twins of only 3 or 4 atomic layers. The strain at the twin boundaries is evident from the disturbances in the image quality. However, specimen mis-alignment and sample thickness could also contribute to these effects. These HRTEM images, which are some of the first from these TWIP materials, offer the opportunity to investigate the strain fields at twin boundary/dislocation interactions using the geometric-phase technique from the filtered inverse Fourier transform of the HRTEM images [4] . 
